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TOM JOYCE
BRUME DE POMME EP
SPRB002
Vinyl only 12“
House, Deep House
12 Dezember 2012

After the success of IASI, highly recommend by DJ Rum, TIGA, DJ Trax, Ryan Elliot, Trus`me, Rivet, André
Langenfeld, BBC, Hardwax ... we are happy to announce the second vinyl only release on our dearly beloved
label SUPERB recordings introducing our next artist, TOM JOYCE from Paris with a platform for his debut EP.
Tom Joyce is a french producer and dj who started to spin records in 2001. In the beginning, he was mostly
influenced by US house and garage artists. As a true vinyl lover, he continued to collect records during years,
and now his dj sets are the reflection of the best you can find in electronic music, from deep house, acid or
minimal, to dub and powerful techno.
Based in Paris since 2006, he worked with several crews and finally created Überground, his own events
agency, which organizes parties in the capital city with local artists and the finest producers and dj’s of the
electronic music scene like Iron Curtis, Master-H, Ekkohaus, Masomenos, to name a few.
Finally, “Brume de pomme” and “Out of bounds” are the result of his determined work, two deep house
tracks which attracted the interest of the SUPERB recordings family.
The tracks are mastered by CGB from Dubplates & Mastering Berlin. Limited to 300 copies in black, plus 100
limited advance copies in autumn orange marbled vinyl including a print designed by Tessa De Ceuninck.
“Brume de pomme EP” will hit different selected record stores worldwide in Dezember 2012.

SUPERB recordings – Listen & understand!
Tracklist:
A1: Brume de pomme 06:00 (deep, crunchy, trippy dub, straight forward, this endless journey makes you
fly high, riding the crowd finally on a cool french pom-pom bass carpet.)

A2: Brume de pomme 05:55 (Italian top producer Lerosa based in Dublin, delivers an soulful & dubby
(Lerosa Remix)
remix topped with a magic detroit touch, for deserts & beaches worldwide.)
B1: Out of Bounds
(Carlos Nilmmns
Vintage Remix)
B2: Out of Bounds

05:40 (this is a pure killer TUNE, bossy, raw, straight, fresh and yes! Carlos
from Glasgow add some acid smilys to transform a positive vibe, coming
out the speakers to hug you.)
05:55 (this is it! oldschool NYC rawness with a french filtered vocal sample
sayin´ „i still love you“. Tom Joyce will please any crowd on this planet.)
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